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why the walk?
The sea is rising at an increasing rate because of climate change.
Scientists are predicting that seas globally will rise by more than a metre in the near future and
possibly much more than that by the end of this century. For example, melting of the Greenland
ice sheet is accelerating; it contains the equivalent amount of water of about 7 metres of sea-level
rise. Without immediate action to greatly reduce greenhouse gas emissions, millions of people
around the world will be displaced, many thousands of communities will be lost, and the map of
the continents as we know it will be changed.
While polling tells us that the majority of people want our governments to take action on climate
change, this is not yet happening at the scale that is required. As part of our efforts to mobilise a
broad cross section of the community, Friends of the Earth (FoE) has engaged in a number of new
projects in 2009. The Port Phillip Rising walk was one of these.
In November 2009, a small group walked the eastern side of Port Phillip Bay, to highlight the
impacts of sea level rise on people, communities and landscapes along the way.
We left Sorrento on the Mornington Peninsula, and headed north along the coast, generally
walking between 15 and 20 kilometres a day. We finished the walk at Port Melbourne six days
later. We encouraged individuals to walk with us along the way, and well over 100 people joined
us for sections of the walk.
We had organised to meet with local people and community groups along the way and we were
met by a wide range of individuals and groups.
In addition, where conditions allowed, we spoke with locals that we met along the way and
canvassed their opinions and thoughts on climate change. We held public forums in Rosebud,
Frankston, and St Kilda.
The walk was timed to happen shortly before the international climate change negotiations in
Copenhagen. During the walk, we collected still images and video grabs of people, asking them to
explain their reaction to climate change and what they want to see the state and federal
governments do to respond, including Kevin Rudd at Copenhagen. We also asked people to talk
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about where they live and what sea level rise would mean for them. We did a daily video and
written update on our website so people could follow the walk. A range of local environmental
issues also emerged and are featured in this report and on the website. There is substantial
background materials on sea level rise and Port Phillip Bay on the website that we developed for
the trip: www.portphilliprising.org
While walking, we encouraged people to sign our 'demand climate justice' postcards, which call on
the Australian government to show leadership at Copenhagen. We are urging the government to
unconditionally commit Australia to a minimum of 40% cuts in emissions by 2020 and a global
target of well below 350 ppm of carbon dioxide-equivalent.
A key element of the walk was to try and link local concerns with big picture thinking on climate
change, through showing the reality of sea level rise.
Early next year the walk will continue along the western
side of the Bay.
The walk was initiated by Friends of the Earth Melbourne
in partnership with the Victorian Climate Action Centre.

[image: leaving Sorrento]

climate change & rising sea levels
Around the world, sea levels rise and fall with the planet's average temperature. As temperature
rises, the oceans expand and the polar glaciers melt.
During the last ice age 20,000 years ago temperatures were 5 degrees cooler and sea levels 120
metres lower than at present. If human emissions continue along their current path, global
temperatures will be 5 degrees warmer, enough to eventually melt all the polar ice caps and push
sea levels 70 metres higher than today.
Even the common target of limiting the overall global temperature increase to 2 degrees could
increase the sea level by 15–30 metres, but these processes can take hundreds of years. Little is
known about the total amount of possible sea-level rise in equilibrium (in the long run when all
the imbalances are worked through the climate system) with a given amount of global warming.
This is because the melting of ice sheets is slow, even when temperature rises rapidly. As a
consequence, current predictions of sea-level rise for the next century consider only the amount of
ice sheet melt that will occur until that time, not the total amount of ice sheet melting that will
occur over millennia.
However a new paleoclimate record reveals a systematic equilibrium relationship between global
temperature and CO2 concentrations and sea-level changes over the last five glacial cycles.
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Projection of this relationship to today's CO2 concentrations results in a sea-level at 25 (+/-5) metres
above the present. This is in close agreement with independent sea-level data from the Middle
Pliocene epoch, 3-3.5 million years ago, when atmospheric CO2 concentrations were similar to the
present-day value. (http://www.sciencecentric.com/news/article.php?q=09062103-studydocument...)
The immediate question is how much is the sea level likely to rise this century. The view of the
2007 IPCC report of about a half-metre rise by 2100 is now seen as being too conservative. The
general scientific view is now for a rise of 1–2 metres this century, but higher levels of 4-5 metres
cannot be excluded, because it it is difficult to predict accurately how fast the huge polar ice sheets
will respond to global warming.
For example, some recent research says that 2 metres of SLR was based on the upper limit of how
much ice could physically be lost from Greenland and Antarctica this century. However, this was
based on the assumption that all ice shelves would remain intact, but some are very vulnerable
and already on the edge of being lost.
Earth scientists Mark Siddall and Michael Kaplan say Greenland's glacial slab is entering into a
temperature range at which it is becoming "particularly vulnerable" to fast-track melting.
Recent research examining the paleoclimate record shows sea level rises of 3 metres in 50 years
due to the rapid melting of ice sheets 120,000 years ago.
(http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2009/04/090415-sea-levels-catast...)
Will Steffen's (ANU) 2009 report published by Department of Climate Change says that:
• Sea-level rise is now 3 mm per year (1993-2003)
• Greenland over the past 15 years has changed from being approximately in balance to now
losing ice at a rate of 200 billion tonnes per year or greater
• Sea-level rise larger than the 0.5–1.0 m range – perhaps towards 1.5 m (i.e. at the upper range of
the statistical projection of Rahmstorf 2007) – cannot be ruled out. There is still considerable
uncertainty surrounding estimates of future sea-level rise. Nearly all of these uncertainties,
however, operate in one direction, towards higher rather than lower estimates.
• One of the more dramatic consequences of modest increases in sea level is the disproportionately
large increase in the frequency of extreme sea-level events associated with high tides and storm
surges. A 0.5 m rise in mean sea-level could cause such extreme events to occur hundreds of times
more frequently by the end of the century (ACE CRC 2008; Figure 9); an event that now happens
once every hundred years would be likely to occur two or three times per year.
On average, the coast line retreats 100 metres for every 1 metre of sea level rise. The Insurance
Council says 425,000 Australian addresses less than 4 metres above sea level and within 3km of
shoreline are “vulnerable” this century. Already houses and property in Australia are being
abandoned.
Much of our infrastructure and many of the world's largest cities are on the coast and huge river
deltas are densely-populated farming lands. Climate scientist Professor Konrad Steffen says "A
one-meter sea-level rise by 2100... will affect up to 600 million people.” And Sir Nicholas Stern says
rising sea-levels will result in forced migrations: “You'd see hundreds of millions people, probably
billions of people who would have to move and (probably) cause conflict… around the world (for)
decades or centuries.”
Further information and references can be found here:
http://www.portphilliprising.org/sealevelrise
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walk diary
[Nov 21] Sorrento to Rosebud.
This low lying section of the Peninsula is mostly quite developed along the shore, with houses, townships
and other infrastructure close to the water level. There are only two higher rocky bluffs in the whole stretch.
Despite the drizzly morning we had a great start to our walking trip. We set out to a misty
Sorrento pier before eight am and met with Karri and Rose who would join us as walkers, the
former carrying a large pelican. Local councillor Tim Rodgers came out to meet us and help start
the project off, as did Chani Blue, a journalist from The Epoch Times. Mara left us at this point to
set up the FoE stall in Rosebud.
[image: house on beach]
It was a bit muggy and it looked like the drizzle had set in
for the rest of the day, but it made for pleasant walking
along the beach. The skies eventually dried up and we
were able to open our coats and show-off our blue Port
Phillip Rising t-shirts. We came across some stretches of
rocky cliffs which were not that easy to traverse and
Damien was the first to get his shoes wet when he slipped
into the water.
We encountered quite a few people walking pooches of various breeds and sizes but also had
some human-free stretches. The beaches had surprisingly little litter. We kept our eyes open for the
promised dolphins, but none offered themselves to us for viewing, instead we saw an array of sea
birds including cormorants, pelicans, black swans, ibises, seagulls, pied oystercatchers and Pacific
gulls.
We walked at an easy pace, Damien stopping regularly to take video footage of coastline or people
and providing commentary. We stopped and talked with people, asking for their thoughts on
climate change and got a variety of answers, largely well considered, and considerable support for
our walk.
Ellen and Roger waited for us near Blairgowrie and our number grew by four when Phillip from
Bayside Greens and Linda, Celia and Alan caught up with us. At three pm we arrived in Rosebud
where we were met by a welcoming committee of people carrying placards. They were locals from
the Ratepayers Association, Friends of Rosebud Foreshore, McCrae Foreshore Committee and
AWARE. They showed us the high point of April's storm surge (well inland, in a swale between
the dunes) and the one metre highpoint beyond that - exactly where there are plans to build a
major pool development in future.
We held a public forum in the memorial hall at Rosebud. The top step of the hall is one metre
above the April storm surge high point - well within the danger zone for future sea level rise.
Thanks to Anton from Clean Ocean Foundation, Craig Thomson from AWARE and Karri Giles
from Westernport Protection Council for their talks. Damien unveiled the presentation on sea level
rise that he and David Spratt had been working on.
FoE had a stall in Sorrento and Boneo. While Mara was running errands, she ended up at Boneo
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Market, where Peter McConchie, an amazing photographer and activist who works with FoE had a
stall and he helped out by letting market-goers know about the walk and the forum in Rosebud.
Mara then went back to Sorrento and set up an info stall, and after a while, Roger came to help too.
They were amazed at the community support, locals seemed really grateful that city folk care
about the coast. Many people passing by were tourists, some of whom were happy to stop for a
chat and to learn about the Port Phillip Rising walk and FoE in general. As ever, kids loved our
stickers! As is to be expected, a few climate sceptics happened by, but most were happy to have a
good discussion and exchange of ideas.
Ellen, Mara, Monique, Rog, Cam, and Damien
[image: Tim Rodgers, Councillor for Nepean Ward in the
Mornington Shire. Tim has a keen awareness of the need for
climate change adaptation measures and he spoke about plans
to develop a zero emissions neighbourhood at Sorrento.
Another key local issue is the need to educate tourists to adopt
low impact behaviour while they are on holidays.]
TESTING THE WATER – community responses to
climate change
One of the reasons for doing a walk - rather than a run or bike ride – was to allow us the ability to
stop easily and talk with people we met along the way. We had talks with many hundreds of
people during our journey. During these conversations we became aware that so many people
who were out enjoying the beach were not locals – they were from suburban Melbourne or
travellers. Almost everyone we met expressed the happiness and enjoyment they get from visiting
beautiful and natural landscapes, and many expressed surprise when the impacts of sea level rise
were explained to them.
Where we had time (and the conditions were suitable), we engaged more formally with people in
more populated areas – for instance picnic grounds or popular beaches. Where we did this we
would canvas peoples approaches to a range of questions – including their thoughts on climate
change, sea level rise and Port Phillip Bay, and asked what they thought the community, local,
state and federal governments should do about climate change. Sometimes the 'test group' was as
small as 10 people, and we do not make any suggestion that these conversations represent polling
on community attitudes to climate change – they represent the thoughts and views of the people at
that place on that day. However, consistent messages were apparent during our trip.

Blairgowrie
The following are some responses from the first 'polling' session, at Blairgowrie:
● climate change is a massive issue – why isn't the government acting?
● why are the Liberals blocking action?
● climate change is not an issue here, I am not convinced people have caused it
● the erosion has got worst in the last few years, we are losing our beaches
● Blairgowrie is in trouble – look at how low the dune is – the town is just above the
current storm line
● we have to adapt to rising sea levels, maybe some areas will need to be abandoned
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observations, day one:
●

There is a massive amount of infrastructure right along the beach – including many
shopping strips, the main access road (Point Nepean Road), and many houses are right on
the primary dune.

●

A considerable number of people we spoke with said that there have been 3 or 4 major
flood events annually in recent years, up considerably in frequency.
[image: Alan, Linda, Celia and Phillip]
Linda, Forest Hill. “We need to change the planning permit
system to keep houses out of dangerous areas”
Alan, Gardenvale: “we need to start planning for the effects of
climate change. We must also take action – Australia looks like
a hypocrite to demand that China and India reduce their
emissions if we do nothing ourselves. Personal action is important – we must remember that many
small actions really add up and have influence”

Celia, Oakleigh: “Why isn't John Brumby doing something? It seems like there is no action being taken on
climate change”
Phillip, Brighton: “I think population is a major problem, we keep squeezing more people into Melbourne”
Friends of Rosebud Beach, Rosebud Ratepayers Association
A range of residents and community groups are
mobilising against a proposal to build a major swimming
pool complex (with restaurant and gym and 200 space car
park) in a flood prone area right behind the main beach.
This is on Crown Land, and would result in a major loss of
public space along the foreshore.
They argued that there has been no due process for the
community to express their concerns about the proposal,
with some people calling it a “cheap land grab” by
Council. They say that the proposal is a massive over development of coastal Crown Land
and that it does not comply with the Victorian Coastal Strategy 2008. They stressed that they
are not opposed to the pool proposal, just the plan to locate it on the foreshore.
Further information: http://www.marvellousmelbourne.org/drupal/?q=comment/reply/963

Above: members of the Foreshore Group were on the beach
to greet us at Rosebud
Left: there are plans to build a major swimming pool complex on
this site. The fence in the middle distance sits under the one
metre sea level above the current storm surge high point, as does
the top of the steps on the existing Rosebud hall, background
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right.
“We should be thinking about retreating from some (flood prone) areas – not putting major infrastructure in
the flood zone” - resident Gary Howard
Waste infrastructure and sea level rise
Anton Vigenser from Clean Ocean Foundation pointed out that much of our most significant
water treatment infrastructure is at, or very close to, current sea level: the desalination plant
currently being built near Wonthaggi; the 13th Beach outfall near Torquay, and the western
treatment plant in Port Phillip Bay.
http://www.cleanocean.org/
http://www.virtualsorrento.com.au/clean-ocean-foundation
Climate change and animals
Craig Thomson from AWARE pointed out that climate change not only directly impacts on
endangered species – for instance through changes to the habitat they rely on – but also that our
efforts at adaptation, such as building sea walls, can also have a largely hidden, but significant
impact as well.
Changes to habitat may not just impact on local species, but also on the ability of migratory species
to be able to find suitable food or resting places on long seasonal movements.
All of Mud Island is less than 4 m above the current sea level. It is vital for many bird species as it
has a lagoon in the centre. 87 species of birds currently use the islands, including 15 species which
breed there. Islands are often safe for native animals because there are no feral predators. The loss
of low lying islands will remove these safe habitats.
The Victoria Naturally website has details on the effects of climate change on coastal areas:
http://www.victorianaturally.org.au/page.php?name=climatechange

[Day 2 - Nov 22] Rosebud - Safety Beach
This section is low lying on both sides of Anthony's Nose, which is where Arthurs Seat drops down to the
level of the Bay. The northern end, towards Safety Beach, is one of the most at risk sections of the entire
eastern shore of the Bay.
Drizzle turned into heavy rain overnight, good old fashioned drenching rain. A few hardy souls
were waiting at the Rosebud jetty for us, bright and early on a Sunday morning. Samantha from
Frankston, Judith from Lighter Footprints and Dromana, Karri from Balnarring, Rose from Mt
Martha, Mark and Lynette on their bikes, Craig from AWARE, and Tracee. We were blessed with a
break in the rain as we walked northwards, stopping in the wonderful regenerated bushland of the
McCrae reserve. Alan, Gary and Margaret directed us to the rotunda in the middle of the bush,
where they told us of their work - more than 12 years of ecological restoration and weeding - that
had lead to this wonderful belt of banksia forest lining the coastline through to the headland at
Anthony's Nose. As they spoke to us about their work, the heavens opened with a deluge - perfect
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timing for us, as we were out of the rain. We were reminded of the dedication of local community
groups like the McCrae Homestead Coastal group in looking after their patch. And, yet again, we
were reminded of the value of having a deep belt of native vegetation along the beachline as a
defence against storm surge.
We headed north as the rain trailed off, and saw the beach at McCrae where Craig highlighted the
erosion impacts of the massive surge that flooded the foreshore last winter, narrowly missed
cutting the coastal road.
As we inched past the bulk of Wonga (Arthurs Seat), and started the long beach walk up towards
Mount Martha, there was a wonderful calmness as the wind dropped and the drizzle lifted. All the
streams and stormwater outlets were cascading grey black stormwater. Because of the weather we
hadn't seen many people to engage with, and we talked about plans for the coming days. As the
sun got low the clouds broke to reveal fresh breezes and warm sunshine. Bring on tomorrow!
Cam
After a long walk yesterday I was tired and wanted to sleep in this morning. At 7.30 I turned on
the radio and heard a report about heat waves and record rain in Melbourne, and simultaneous
floods in Britain. It was a call to action, no point lying around in bed on Sunday morning when the
planet is dying. I looked out of my window and saw the rain spilling all over the bay in profuse
sheets of white mist. But those walkers must be crazy, I thought, trudging around in that. I was
going to be late anyway, so maybe I could just not go at all today…. Wait for a sunny perfect
weather day to do our climate walk, why not?? But then I thought of those walkers and their
commitment to a cause and I realised I had a choice to engage or go back to sleep.
When I got to Rosebud pier the climate contingent were already down the beach and out of sight.
But I ran and ran and I puffed and thought about how climate change happens so quickly and we
are moving so quickly into the mystery of an unknown invisible future. And how we have to keep
going, striding forward as we hold onto hope for the future in our collective visions and
dreaming. As I ran blindly on the beach, about to give up and thinking the group had disappeared
into the ether, a friendly voice called out and dragged me into the bushes and we found the group
gathered under a rotunda on the McCrae foreshore. We learnt about coastal erosion and local
concerns from the McCrae Friends’ group, and it started to feel really special to gather there under
the roof as the rain poured down and carried our voices away…the weather wanted to be noticed.
After a warming diversion to a hot chocolate café, the rain eased and we recommenced our walk.
The sky was bleak soft grey and my mood felt the same as I contemplated the climate change
predictions revealed at last night’s talks. I was wet and getting miserable and if I was on my own I
know I would have stopped. But there was a fire here in the group that kept me moving onward:
marvelling at native grasses and watching the Dromana Bay sands open up to receive our busy
feet. By now most of us had removed our shoes as we plunged through creek crossings, and
surrendered ourselves to the sloshy sands.
As I walked with the group on “my home beach” (Safety Beach) I felt a beauty and joy of seeing
this place with fresh eyes. And I felt gratitude for what we have now and a sense of timelessness.
Just like a strong vegetation system can assist the integrity of our coastlines against tidal rise, I felt
that our appreciation for this place can somehow hold this place (and ourselves) strong amidst the
uncertainties of the future.
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Rose, resident of Mt Martha
McCrae Homestead Coastal Group
This group has been revegetating the foreshore area for around 12 years, from McCrae up to
Anthony's Nose, where the Arthurs Seat ridge cuts down to the Bay. The reserve acts as a
significant reservoir of biodiversity, with gorgeous old banksia trees, and is also a buffer between
the beach and infrastructure such as the Point Nepean road.
Substantial erosion is evident here, from the major storm surge that occurred in April 2009. It is
clear that having native vegetation in place is an excellent defence against storm surge.
observations, day two:
●

having a belt of native vegetation, with the correct transitions from spinifex grass to forest,
greatly reduces the impacts of storm surge

●

storm surge in this area in 2009 narrowly missed cutting the main road along the coast

●

the new marina development at Safety Beach has had a massive impact on the estuary of
the Tassels Creek. Bad Developer website has substantial background information on this
development:
http://www.baddevelopers.green.net.au/Docs/Martha_Cove_Safety_Beach.htm

[day 3 - Nov 23] Safety Beach - Mornington
This section climbs over the flanks of Mt Martha, and much of the coastline is largely inaccessible. After a
beach section to the north of Mt Martha, it becomes wilder again, all the way through to Mornington.
The perfect day for a big walk. Not a cloud in the sky and an invigorating sea breeze pushing us
along. Rose, Gidja and Phillip joined us at the pier and we set out for what turned out to be a
pleasant and very educative day. The terrain was diverse, with parts of the walk being along the
edge of the road, stretches of it on the beach or climbing over rocks. We imitated mountain goats
as we ascended or descended considerable stairways on cliff faces.
[Damien, Gidja and Rose, day 3]
Gidja and Phillip generously shared their vast
environmental knowledge with us all through the walk
and we learned a huge amount about the local flora,
fauna, cultural sites, environmental projects and local
evidence of climate change impacts.
Our walk gave us a good picture of the various ways cliff
areas have been eroded by the sea. Large stretches of wall
have been built to keep the sea out at high tide - some with rock reinforcements - where the
sea had undermined the wall. We walked past a lot of beach boxes in an array of colours.
Quite a few of them had stairs leading up to their doors that started more than a metre
above the sand, giving a good picture of the impact of erosion on the beaches.
Unfortunately we did not come across any of the owners of the beach boxes, and we could
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thus not ask them how they feel about their boxes being first in line for inundation.
As we walked Justin had made his way from Melbourne by train and bus to set up a stall in
Mornington. The friendly folk of Mornington showed that there is some interest in the issue of
climate change and the rising of sea levels in Port Phillip, although there was little concern in
regards to acting immediately. The odd climate sceptic was evident, showing that some are not as
concerned by any extreme weather events of recent times.
Monique and Justin
[image: eroded beach boxes near Mt Martha]
Testing the waters – Dromana
●

property values will go down as erosion gets worse

●

the erosion along the beach is getting worse

●

the stabilisation work on the beach has really helped

●

beach boxes are at risk of being washed away in the next few

years
●

climate change is not yet happening

●

the federal government must take action – they can't just leave it to local councils

●

more action is needed to stabilise the beachfront

●

its a big problem, but what can we do? I feel helpless

●

the climate change issue is probably over stated, we have always had erosion problems here

●

the dredging has made the high tide damage worse

●

its terrible to see the place that I love being washed away

Testing the waters – Mt Martha
●

Kevin Rudd is not doing enough

●

our behaviour in the climate negotiations is embarrassing

●

we will be less impacted by global warming because our area is hilly – the government must
allocate funds to the flood prone areas

●

they should stop development under the storm surge line

●

the council needs to make SLR a bigger priority

●

we need a clear message from the state government about the urgency of the situation

●

the sea is rising – eroding our beach

●

we are going backwards – we look after the beach but then storm surge washes away most of
what we have planted

●

humans haven't caused climate change

●

climate change will really impact on our (Pacific) neighbours – we should be helping them

●

I worry about my kids

●

climate change is coming so fast, its hard to imagine we will be able to respond in time at the
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pace that's needed

Balcombe estuary, Mt Martha
[image: Damien interviewing Liz Barraclough]
The Balcombe Creek is the last unspoilt and most
significant waterway entering the eastern side of Port
Phillip Bay. It rises south of Frankston, flows through the
Moorooduc Plains and is joined by the Devilbend Creek to
flow into The Briars wetland.
West of the Nepean Highway, the creek flows for nearly three kilometres through riverbank bush
and widens into a tidal estuary before entering the bay at Mt. Martha beach. The natural opening
and closing of the mouth allows salt water to enter the estuary and is an important feature of the
system. This coastal estuary and wetland contain dense remnant Melaleuca swamps and other
flora and fauna of very high local and regional significance.
It was noted by Liz Barraclough, when we visited, the highly significant estuary will have limited
space to 'migrate' inland as the sea levels rise because the stream is much narrower upstream of the
current estuary.
http://www.berg.org.au/
observations, day three:
●

beach boxes to the north of Mt Martha have been especially exposed to widespread erosion.

●

Middens and other cultural sites in this area are constantly being exposed by wind scour
and storm surges

●

while much this section of shoreline is higher and rockier than southern sections,
widespread washouts and erosion are evident along the sections of sandy beach.

[day 4 - Nov 24] Mornington - Frankston
This section was perhaps the wildest walking of the whole trip, much of it along natural beaches backed by
high and steep bluffs. We crossed the edge of the Urban Growth Boundary near Mt Eliza and suddenly we
were on the fringes of suburban Melbourne.
While Justin took himself off to Frankston to set up the FoE stall, Damien, Cam and I headed off
from Mornington to make our way to Frankston along the beach. Today we were again joined by
Rose, and near Sunny Side beach we were surprised by Councillor Leigh Eustace from Mornington
Council who was waiting for us. He walked the length of his ward with us and pointed out a
variety of problems caused by sea level surges and erosion and told us about the measures taken
to counter and/or rectify the problems caused by this.
[image: Councillor Leigh Eustace, Mornington Shire: “we are under siege
from over development here. Climate change impacts are already being felt,
with increased erosion and exposure of middens. We are noticing higher sea
tides, and then a bigger drop at low tide, so the incoming tide then does more
damage”.
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While we stopped for a quick bite of lunch Leigh disappeared, to reappear accompanied by Peter
Greer, a local environmentalist and president of the Mount Eliza Foreshore Advisory Group. They
made a great team and we learned that while the sea surges batter and erode the bottom of the
cliff, water that runs from the top of the cliff erodes away the vegetation from above and at times
causes huge chunks of cliff to give away. We saw a home very close to the cliff edge where the
owners were in the process of stabilising the eroding cliff face with 7 - 8 metre long nails, which
had been driven in to the cliff, well over a hundred of them.
[image: heading towards Mt Eliza]
We were very pleased to see a group of Frankston High
School students and their teacher waiting for us, as well
Richard Laverack from Friends of Frankston and
Councillor Christine Richard from Frankston City Council
as we got to the border with Frankston. Here we said
goodbye to Peter and Leigh and continued with our "new"
group to Frankston, collecting some of the litter on the
rocks on the way.
FoE and Friends of Frankston put on a public forum on sea level rise that night and it was great to
see a large turnout for speakers David Sprat and Richard Laverack and the film " the Age of
Stupid". It was a pity to learn that some walkers from Friends of Frankston Reservoir had wanted
to join us for the walk today but as they had come a few minutes late they had missed us.
Monique
[image: students from Frankston High School]
observations day 4
●

There is a vast amount of private and public
infrastructure below the 1 metre SLR rise level in
this section of the walk

[day 5 - November 25] Frankston - Mordialloc
We were finally walking the edge of the great sand belt of southern Melbourne. Behind the primary sand
dunes, massive areas used to be wetlands before European settlement. The Carrum Carrum swamp went
almost all the way from what is now Frankston to Mordialloc. These areas are now densely built with
housing and other infrastructure and will be at considerable risk as sea levels rise. This is the third SLR
'hotspot' along the eastern side of the Bay.
Documentary maker Fiona Roberts was waiting for us at Frankston Pier, film camera in hand, and
we were again joined by Rose, who has become a member of the core group of walkers. Not long
after starting out we found that Alison, a local resident who referred to herself as "an
environmental watchdog", had come down to the beach to fill us in about local environmental and
climate change related issues. She talked about the problems local people experienced during
surges and floods and she accompanied us to Kananook reserve where she told us about the
regular floods of the Kananook creek and threats to local homes during storm surges.
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Next, Robin, Fiona and Monica from Chelsea Heights Earthcarers told us about their range of
projects and their fears for the future. Robyn said that she is terrified of the effects of climate
change, especially for her two young sons. She and Rosemary West, a councillor from Kingston
council, joined us for the next few kilometres of the walk and Rosemary told us that Kingston has
more homes at risk than any other municipality in the metropolitan area. There are thousands of
homes in this area that could be flooded. She mentioned the climate change policies her local
council has developed. We were subsequently also joined by her co-councillor Steve Staikos who
said that he sees a great need to address the climate change issues before it is too late.
[image: with Councillor Rosemary West and members of the
Chelsea Heights Earth Carers]
Along the next stretch of beach we saw a long double row
of large sandbags that Kingston Council had put along the
front of the line of houses along the beach to protect them.
At the end of today, we finally had our long awaited dip
in the sea.
Monique
Councillor Rosemary West: “In some areas we will have to defend houses through building sea walls. We
have so many houses already packed into a small number of suburbs that we cannot consider actually
retreating from these areas”.
Observations day 5
●

Kingston has the highest number of homes deemed to be at risk from sea level rise in
Metropolitan Melbourne

●

there are large and continuous sections of the primary dunes which are built on with
houses
[image: Ellen Roberts, Brunswick: “people who are most connected to their
communities tend to feel most empowered to be able to make change”]
Testing the water – Seaford
●

climate change is coming – we are on the front line

●

I didn't think there would be problems with the dredging – I thought
the greenies were carrying on – but there is no doubt that water levels

are higher now
●

look at this coast – low lying, and with houses right up to the shore... it made sense to build
here 30 years ago, but not now

●

we have got used to the sand levels fluctuating widely, but the scour from the storms is
worse than ever before
[image: houses on the beach at Mordialloc]
“This place is so beautiful – I have been walking here every
morning for 10 years – but its plain to see we will face problems
in the future as the sea level goes up” - woman walking her dog,
Seaford.
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Testing the water – Edithvale
●

we need to protect the shore

●

climate change still seems remote

●

I don't know if people caused it, but something's going on

●

dredging has made things worse

●

I think we will need a barrage on the Port Phillip heads – how else would we protect all this
coastline?

●

I know its dangerous to build on the beach, but now I live here, I will do everything I can to
protect my place

●

climate change just isn't relevant to me

●

I have heard its going to impact on fish populations – that worries me more

“Am I worried about climate change? Hell, yeah” - man walking along the beach

[Day 6] Mordialloc - St Kilda
From the mouth of the Mordialloc Creek, the Bay leads north across beaches backed by low headlands before
coming to a series of rocky bluffs, swinging around eventually to reveal Melbourne's buildings on the sky
line. The final section of the day passes through low lying Elwood, the fourth SLR 'hotspot' of the walk.
We departed from Mordialloc between rainy periods, joined by Carmen from St Kilda and, of
course, Rose. We set out at a brisk pace - some might even have called it a forced march - as
Michelle, Willa and Emma were waiting for us in Sandringham. Emma is the person who had
done all the logistics work for our walk. And what a great job she did!
[image: walkers on day 6, near Sandringham]
While walking we managed to catch brief glimpses of the
red cliffs, mussel farms, the crescent of Half Moon Bay
and Table Rock.
Today was the longest day of walking. The weather was
muggy and the going hard compared to the previous days
and I - for one - was glad when we got to Brighton where
we had a break for lunch.
Michael and Mara joined us after lunch for the last few kilometres to St Kilda.
Those attending the event in the evening at the St Kilda Bowls Club heard about understanding
sea-level rise from our Damien, and from Neil Blake - Port Phillip Bay Keeper - about channel
deepening and radiation poisoning. Sarah and Tim from the Sea Shepherds told us about the
ocean's capacity to store carbon and the 90% world eradication of the shark population and what
this means for the oceans, given that 70 % of the world's population depends on the oceans for
survival.
Monique
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[day 7 - November 27] St Kilda – Port Melbourne
This was a short mornings walk along the flat beaches of St
Kilda and Albert Park. Apart from densely packed housing in
low lying areas there is a huge amount of public infrastructure
– such as major shopping precincts – almost all at sea level.

some media articles on the walk
Frankston Independent
Taking steps to save climate
BY MIKE HAST
17 Nov, 2009 04:00 AM
ENVIRONME NTALISTS led by Friends of the Earth and Victorian Climate Action Centre will walk the
coast from Sorrento pier to Port Melbourne next week to highlight climate change in Port Phillip region.
It's dubbed 'Port Phillip Rising' and walkers will cover 15-20 kilometres a day and be joined by locals at each
section.
Cam Walker of FOE said walkers would mark with sticks and blue ribbons the one-metre line above the
current sea level "so we can highlight the impacts of sea level rise on people, communities and landscapes
along the way".
"Scientists are predicting seas will rise globally by more than a metre by the end of this century, and perhaps
much more. For example, melting of the Greenland ice sheet is accelerating and it contains the equivalent of
about seven metres of sea-level rise," he said.
[image: Elwood Hill]
"Around the world many thousands of communities will be lost,
millions of people will be displaced, and the map of the continents will
be changed forever."
He said public forums would be held at Rosebud, Frankston and St
Kilda.
"We will collect still images and video grabs of people, asking them to
explain their reaction to climate change and what they want the state
and federal governments to do. We also expect a range of local environmental issues will emerge and be
featured on our website."
Mr Walker said walkers would encourage people to sign 'demand climate justice' postcards, which call on
the Federal Government to show leadership at next month's climate change talks in Copenhagen and
commit Australia to a minimum of 40 per cent cuts in emissions by 2020.

Mornington Southern Peninsula Mail
Danish visit for duo
BY MIKE HAST
25 Nov, 2009 04:33 PM
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MORNINGTON Peninsula Shire councillors Reade Smith and Tim Rodgers are off to the Copenhagen
climate change conference.
The conference, also known as COP15 _ it's the 15th conference of the parties to the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change and runs from December 7-18 in the Danish capital.
The pair will attend the Local Government Climate Lounge, the local government section of COP15, a
people's forum called Klimaforum09 and some of more than 90 side events. ...
Cr Rodgers was at the start of the Friends of the Earth 'Port Phillip Rising' beach walk from Sorrento to Port
Melbourne last Saturday, which aimed to raise awareness of the potential effects of sea level rise.

[image: doing interviews at Elwood]
Chelsea Independent
Taking steps for the planet
BY MIKE MORRIS, December 1
THE tradition of white people strolling around Port Phillip was started by
William Buckley (1780-1856) on December 27, 1803 when he and several
fellow convicts escaped from Lieutenant Collins' camp near what is now
Sorrento, headed into the hinterland and then trekked along the shore.
Buckley's remaining companions - several drowned trying to cross Mordialloc Creek - parted company near
what is now Melbourne and headed north-east towards Botany Bay, which they figured wasn't far away.
They were not heard of again.
Buckley kept walking around Port Phillip to the Bellarine Peninsula where he was befriended by the natives
who warmly took him into their camp.
The next time he saw a white man was when he introduced himself at John Batman's camp at Indented Head
on Bellarine Peninsula on July 6, 1835.
Last week members of Friends of the Earth emulated Buckley's endeavour when they walked 100 kilometres
from Sorrento to Port Melbourne to raise awareness about climate change and rising sea levels.
Along the way they placed markers to show where they believe the sea level will rise by the end of the
century (two metres, according to FOE).
The small party left Sorrento at 8.30am on Saturday, November 22 and arrived at Station Pier on Friday, with
rallies attended by various green groups at Rosebud, Frankston and St Kilda along the way.
http://www.chelseaindependent.com.au/news/local/news/general/taking-steps-for-the-planet/1691947.aspx#

Other media
'Tracking rising sea levels'—A 100km Journey on Foot - Walking the bay for climate change
http://www.theepochtimes.com/n2/content/view/25961/
“Bayside buyers unfazed by rising sea levels”, The Age, November 23, 2009,
http://www.theage.com.au/environment/climate-change/bayside-buyers-unfazed-by-rising-sea-levels20091122-isua.html
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THANKS
the walk team: Damien Lawson, Monique Decortis, Rose Baillie, Cam Walker
logistics and planning: Emma Loftus
design: Mark Carter
FoE people involved in the walk: Ellen Roberts, Justin Butler, Mara Bonacci, Rog Sharp
[image: the core walk team: Rose, Monique, Damien]
Thanks to everyone who joined us for sections of the walk:
day 1
Tim Rodgers, Mornington Shire councillor
Karri Giles, Balnarring
Chani Blue, Epoch Times
Phillip Geske - Bayside Greens
Linda, Forest Hills
Alan, Gardenvale
Celia, Oakleigh
Eunice Cain, Gary Howard, Alan Nelson, John Cain and everyone else from the Friends of Rosebud
Foreshore and the Ratepayers association
Mara Bonacci
[image: rain, day 1]
day 2
Craig Thompson
Tracee Hutchison
Margaret, Gary, Alan and everyone from Rosebud and the McCrae
Homestead Coastal Group

Samantha, Frankston
Mark and Lynette Adams
Ellen Roberts
Rog Sharp
Judith from Lighter Footprints
day 3
Gidja Walker

Phillip
day 4
Leigh Eustace from Mornington Council
[image: Michelle & Willa]
Peter Greer, Mt Eliza
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Richard Laverack from Friends of Frankston
Councillor Christine Richard from Frankston City Council
Beth, Georgia, Kimi, Josh, Pontis, Tim from Frankston High School
Georgia Cowan – Sustainability teacher at Frankston High School
day 5
Fiona Roberts
Richard Laverack
Alison Kuiter
Robin, Fiona and Monica and Jasmine from Chelsea Heights Earthcarers
Rosemary West, Kingston Council
Stephen Staikos, Kingston Council
day 6
Carmen, St Kilda
Michelle Braunstein and Willa, Gardenvale
Michael
Emma Loftus
Mara Bonacci
day 7
Christina and Ruby, Fitzroy High School
Councillor Jane Touzeau, City of Port Phillip
Councillor John Middleton, City of Port Phillip
Michael
Jenny, St Kilda
Geoff, St Kilda
Michelle and Willa
Public forum speakers
Rosebud: Anton from Clean Ocean Foundation, Craig Thomson, from AWARE and Karri Giles from
Westernport Protection Council
Frankston: Ellen Roberts (FoE), David Spratt co-author Climate Code Red, Richard Laverack (Friends of
Frankston) and Craig Thomson (AWARE).
St Kilda: Neil Blake (Bay Keepers), Tim and Sarah (Sea Shepherd), Damien Lawson (FoE).
and thanks to everyone else who supported us in various ways:
Frankston City Council
Frankston Greens
Jenny Wharf
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Jillian Verhardt
Jim Kerin
Liz Barraclough, BERG
Mornington Shire council
Neil Blake
St Kilda Bowls Club
the environment shop, Frankston

recommendations
●

revise the current sea level rise benchmark used by the state government in its coastal
planning, based on recent scientific developments

●

increase consultation with and information provision to coastal communities about the
reality of climate change and rising sea levels

●

link local community education campaigns about climate change to the impacts of rising
sea levels

●

further involved local governments in climate change adaptation as it relates to sea level
rise and other coastal impacts of global warming

what next?
We are planning to continue the walk next year, going westwards through Geelong and on
through to Queenscliff. We are currently seeking financial support for this project.
We welcome your involvement in this project

about Friends of the Earth
Friends of the Earth Melbourne believes that social and environmental issues cannot be separated
from each other. As a result, FoE is a social and environmental justice organisation. It seeks to
work towards a sustainable and equitable future and seeks to work in a way that empowers
individuals and communities.
FoE campaigns from the local to global level: it is part of the FoE Australia network, which
currently includes 12 groups around the country. FoE Australia is, in turn, the national member of
FoE International, which is now active in 77 countries. Collectively, the FoE network is the largest

environmental federation in the world.
We welcome new members

Friends of the Earth Melbourne
Box 222, Fitzroy, 3065
03 9419 8700, foe@foe.org.au,
http://www.melbourne.foe.org.au/
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local links & groups
Boonwurrung
The entire length of the walk went through Boonwurrung country. We acknowledge the Boonwurrung as
traditional custodians of the Peninsula.
http://www.boonwurrung.org.au/
AWARE
The Australian Wildlife Assistance Rescue and Education is a not for profit wildlife rescue group dedicated
to helping sick, injured and orphaned wildlife from as far as Portsea to Melbourne city and encompassing
the Oakleigh-Springvale and Dandenong-Cranbourne areas.
http://www.awarewildlife.org.au/
Blue Wedges
http://www.bluewedges.org/
EcoCentre
The EcoCentre is a not-for-profit community-managed environment group, supported by the City of Port
Phillip. The EcoCentre provides a base for a number of affiliate groups involved in a range of activities, that
promote biodiversity and community action.
http://www.ecocentre.com/
Friends of Frankston
http://frankston.vic.au/
Friends of Frankston Reservoir
http://www.freewebs.com/friendsoffrankston/conservationcampaign.htm

Peninsula Speaks
Peninsula Speaks looks to local community groups to provide information on any controversial
development proposal in the Mornington Shire. http://www.peninsulaspeaks.org.au/hotspots.html
Port Phillip Baykeeper
Port Phillip Baykeeper is a community program of Port Phillip EcoCentre Inc in association with
Waterkeepers Australia. The current Port Phillip Baykeeper is Neil (Nino) Blake, also Coordinator of
Port Phillip EcoCentre.
Baykeeper aims to keep the Bay in good nick for today and future generations. This involves practical
action, advocacy, and education.
http://www.bay-keeper.com/
Save the Pines
The Victorian State Government have announced their intention to bulldoze the Peninsula Link
Freeway through the centre of Frankston’s 220 hectare Pines Flora and Fauna Reserve and a string of
other irreplaceable wetlands and bushland remnants to its north and south.
http://www.savethepines.net/
Southern Peninsula Indigenous Flora & Fauna Association (SPIFFA)
http://www.spiffa.org/
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